With the aid of canonicity conditions developed in the time-dependent Hartree-Fock theory, classical motion in quantal systems is described. The basic idea is the use of the squeezed coherent state which is commonly known in quantum optics. The main task is reduced to solving Hamilton's equations of motion. A general scheme for giving the initial condition is discussed.
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Due to the generic difficulties of many-body problems, much effort to describe quantal systems in terms of classical mechanics is still under way in various fields such as studies of solitons and nuclear collective motion_ In the standard approach, one first prepares a wave packet parametrized by certain c-number variables. Then, in place of the time-dependent Schrodinger eq]lation, one finds equations which 'determine time-dependence of the variables. By solving these equations under an appropriate initial condition, one finally determines the wave packet_ If the variables are canonical, one can describe the quantal systems in terms of classical mechanics. The time-dependent Hartree-Fock (TDHF) approach may be one of the typical examples.
)
With the aid of this theory, deep understanding of nuclear collective motion has been obtained_ A similar idea is also taken over in the variational approach to the soliton problems in the quantum field theory.2)-4) With the aim of establishing a general scheme for the classical description of quantal systems, a possible idea for investigating a rather restricted case will be presented in this paper; namely, the case of the least quantal effects. In this sense, it may be permissible to call our present interesting motion as classical motion in quanta I systems. Our approach may be essentially similar to that given by Jackiw and Kerman
2
) and its related work by Cooper, Pi, and Standoff.
)
However, as is shown later, our wave packet is constructed under the concept of the squeezed coherent state which is directly connected with classical motion_ S ) Further, the discussion on the initial condition for the equations of motion is systematic_ In this sense, our approach may be a possible refinement of the Jackiw-Kerman approach_ The complete equivalence of the squeezed coherent state and the Gaussian wave packet used in the Jackiw-Kerman approach will be shown in a forthcoming paper.
As was already mentioned, we are interested in the case of the least quantal effects. Therefore, it may be necessary to deal with the minimal uncertainty and the zero-point energy carefully. For example, the following coherent state is typically used in order to satisfy the minimal uncertainty:
Here, the operator at(a) denotes the boson creation (annihilation) operator with alO> =0 and S(a)=aa t -a*a is an anti-hermitian operator satisfying St(a)= -S(a). As will be proved later, the c-number parameter a and its complex conjugate a* can be regarded as canonical variables. In order to show that the state (1) satisfies the minimal uncertainty, we introduce the operator Q and P which play a role of coordinate and its canonical momentum, respectively: (2) The expectation value q(p) of Q(P) with respect to the coherent state in Eq. (1) is given by By using these one can easily show that (Llq)(Llp)=n/2, where Thus the state (1) certainly satisfies the minimal uncertainty. However, it cannot give correct zero-point energy for the Hamiltonian of the harmonic oscillator (h.o.) H=(p 2 +a/Q2)/2 with the angular frequency (J)*1. In fact the expectation value of H with respect to the state' (1) is given by (5) The last term in Eq. (5) should correspond to the zero-point energy, but, it is not equal to n(J)/2. Of course, instead of the relation (2), one can define the relation between (Q, P) and (a, at) such that it gives the correct zero-point energy for the h.o. with (J) *1. Such a relation, however, can no longer give us appropriate zero-point energies for general Hamiltonians.
In order to cure the above shortcoming, we introduce the following generalization of the coherent state:
Here bt(b) denotes the boson creation (annihilation) operator defined by (7) and the anti-hermitian operator T(/3) is expressed as T(/3)= (1/2) 
In the present method, one can deal with any Hamiltonian which is a function of (Q, P). A specific example, however, is discussed in this paper with respect to the Hamiltonian of the form
According to the standard procedure used in the TDHF theory in the canonical form,!) we invoke the time-dependent variational principle (8) by introducing new parameters (x, x*) and (y, y*). These parameters are assumed to obey the relation <rfJ (a, (3) loxlrfJ (a, (3»=(1/2) a=x, a*=x*, (3=y / 1 ~ +y*y, (3*=y* / 1 ~ +y*y.
(11)
We can see that our system is described in terms of the new parameters. If (x, x*) and (y, y*) obey the canonicity condition (10); the variational principle (8) leads us to the following equations:
Here, (q, p) and .!J( are defined by
q=!t(x*+x) , P=i!t(x*-x) , .!J(=<rfJ(a, (3)IHlrfJ(a, (3»=.!J(q, p, y, y*). (13)
One can see that Eq. (12) is nothing but Hamilton's equations of motion and .!J( plays a role of the classical Hamiltonian. Further, the parameters (q, p) (or (x, x*)) and (y, y*) can be regarded as canonical variables.
The matrix elements of various operators with respect to the squeezed state (6) are easily calculated by the use of the unitary form as follows: (14) where IrfJ>=lrfJ(a, (3» and the real quantities'; (>0), r;(>0) and S are given by .;=11 ~ +y*y+yI2, r;=11 ~ +y*y_yI2, s=i(y*-y)1 ~ +y*y.
<rfJIQlrfJ>=q, <rfJIPlrfJ>=p, <rfJIQ 2 IrfJ>=q2+ n';, <rfJlp 2 IrfJ>=p 2 +nr;, <rfJl(I/2)(QP+PQ)lrfJ>=qp+ns,

(15)
The relations (14) and (15) 
where the last expression is valid for the infinitely differentiable potential V( q). In the approximation up to the second order for n, the Hamiltonian (16) is reduced to (17) where V(2)(q) and V (4)(q) are the second and the fourth derivatives of V(q) with respect to q, respectively. We are now ready to discuss the initial condition for solving Hamilton's equations of motion (12). Among four initial values for qo, Po, Yo, yJ' or their derivatives which lead to a unique solution of Eq. (12), those for qo and Po can be selected arbitrarily as is usually done in the ordinary time-dependent Hartree-Fock theory. In order to find a reasonable criterion to determine the initial values for Yo and yJ', we proceed in the following way. Since we are interested in classical motion in a quantal system, it would be ideal if the system were to satisfy the minimal uncertainty at any time t; namely, (LlqLlP)2=n 2 /4 or ~7J=1/4. Furthermore, the least quantal effect requires an additional condition that the energy which is related to the quantal fluctuations should be small. This means that the absolute value of [~(q, p, y, y*) -~c(q, p)] should be as small as possible, where ~c(q, p) is the classical value of ~ in Eq. (16) with n~O:
(18) Unfortunately the above two conditions which govern the classical motion may be too strict to be satisfied at any time. What one can do is to relax these and to assume that the above two conditions be satisfied at the initial time t=to=O: Here, the quantity 6 is obtained from the expression of ~o in Eq. (15) with the constraint yo*=yo=p:
Inversely, p is given by p=!6/2-1/(4!6) .
In the order of fio and fir. the condition (20) is reduced to
)(qO). (23)
Approximate solutions of Eq. (23) and the corresponding energies are given as:
(0 v>O;
Here, the quantity Ec.o is defined by
Cases ( (1), v=ai, w=O (case (0) and, then, we have p = (1/2/2) (1/ j(i -j(i) , Therefore, the total energy E is expressed as (26) In type (2) 
